TECHNICIAN FOR MECHANICAL PRODUCTION AND TEST - for OHB-Sweden: OHB-Sweden develops, builds, tests and operates space systems. At our development center in Solna we design and manufacture subsystems for satellites. We are currently seeking a lab / workshop technician to this activity. The work is independent and consists of: - Orbital welding of pipe - Verification of welding and material quality with so-called inter alia X-ray - Precision cleaning of pipelines - Documentation - Machining - General technical problem solving - Assembly work Your profile: Technical secondary education, preferably experience in NDT methods (Non Destructive Testing), preferably also work experience in the business of high quality such as aerospace or medical devices. Furthermore, you are required to self-propelled, accurate, quality conscious and positive. For technical questions about the work: Hans Hellman +46 8 627 62 46, hans.hellman@OHB-sweden.se For other questions: Conny Svensk +46 8 627 62 99, conny.svensk@ohb-sweden.se - Scadenza: 25/08/2012-